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fig. 1

The western slope of Great 
Bahama Bank shows slope failures 
at various scales (fig. 1). Three land-
slides were identified; i.e. alpha-, 
beta-, and gamma-landslide.
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Bathymetry and hydroacoustic data was used to identify 
the volume and nature of past large mass movements 
within this area and the mass transport complexes (MTC) 
in the basin (fig. 3). 
 

failure scenarios
Three possible failure scenarios were designed based on esti-
mated volume and nature of the failure mechanisms (tab. 1). 

  Single Slope Failure (SSF)
  An isolated collapse of the beta-failure mass is simulated  
  (fig. 1).

  Combined Slope Failure (CSF)
  The failure of alpha-, beta-, and gamma-mass simultane- 
  ously is simulated and approximated as single landslide   
  mass (fig. 2).

  Potential Major Slope Failure (pMSF)
  The failure of an over 80 km long scar is simulated (fig. 3).

tab. 1

numerical domain

The 30 x 30 m resolution bathymetric grid was converted into UTM and 
re-gridded in MATLAB (fig. 5). 

Two bathymetric grids were used for the simulations (fig. 4). 
(1) is a 30 x 30 m grid based on multibeam data acquired during CARAMBAR 
cruise (Mulder et al. 2012). The grid was used for landslide and tsunami initi-
ation. 
(2) is the general bathymetric chart of the oceans, GEBCO-grid, in a 700 x 
700 m resolution and was used for the propagation simulations.

fig. 4

For the simulations we chose landslide durations of 1, 2, 3, and 4 minutes. Terminal velocities 
of 20, 50 and 100 ms-1 were used. Landslide outrun direction was assumed to be westwards. 

In addition, creeping and incipient 
slump scars indicate slope instabili-
ties that will lead to large-scale fail-
ures in the near future (fig. 2). 
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numerical models
The tsunami wave generated by a landslide was modeled using the non-hy-

drostatic wave model NHWAVE (Ma et al., 2012). The model was devel-
oped for submarine landslide induced tsunami wave simulation and simu-
lates fully dispersive surface wave processes. 

The resulting wave from these first simulations, then was reinterpolated as 
input into the fully nonlinear and dispersive Boussinesq model 

FUNWAVE-TVD to simulate the wave propagation and estimate an 
impact with the coastline (Shi et al., 2012). 

tsunami wave initiation

Sea surface elevation for 15 min 
propagation time of CSF scenario 
for 240 s landslide duration (fig. 8) 
and 10 min propagation time of 
pMSF scenario for 240 s landslide 
duration (fig. 9).

Maximum wave elevation comput-
ed with FUNWAVE-TVD in Carte-
sian grid for the pMSF source with 
50 ms-1 terminal landslide velocity 
and 120 s outrun time (fig. 10) and 
with 100 ms-1 terminal landslide ve-
locity and 240 s outrun time (fig. 
11).

All simulations ending in a consid-
erable wave impact on the coast-
line show arrival times of less than 
20 min between landslide initiation 
and wave impact. For bigger 
waves, the propagation velocity is 
larger.
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tsunami wave propagation
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Our simulations show that the submarine landslides along Western Great Bahama Bank have the potential to create hazardous tsunami waves. 
First order predictions show local wave crests can build up to 26 m height for a worst-case scenario and result in a 6 m run-up on the coastline. 

The shallow waves dissipate quickly during propagation through the ocean. More conservative estimates result in 5 m crest height and 1 m run-up. 
However, the fast moving run-up can create dangerous currents in surf zone, inlets, and river entrances. 

The governing factor for a disastrous event is the terminal velocity of the landslide and the duration of the slide event (fig. 6&7).
An over 80 km extending incipient scar indicates a large-scale failure in the near future. 

These are low probability but high impact events.
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